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by PSL(2,Z[i]) and a Reflection 
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Introduction 

Let H be the three dimensional upper half space consisting of all 
elements u=(z, v), where z is a complex number and v is a positive real 
number. Moreover, put G=PSL(2, C) and I'=PSL(2, Z[i]). It is well 
known that Selberg trace formula for the Hilbert space L2(I'\H) holds, 
which has already been presented by various methods in [6], [7] or [8] for 
example. Let now m: (z, v)-(z, v) be the complex conjugation with 
respect to the z-part of u=(z, v). Then the space L2(I'\H) has the direct 
sum decomposition L2(I'\H)= V.EEW0 in accordance with the operation of 
w, where v. and V0 are spaces defined respectively by v. = {f E L2(I'\H) I 
f(wu)=f(u)} and V0 ={f E L2(I'\H) lf(wu)= -f(u)}. 

The purpose of the present paper is to derive trace formulas for v. 
and V0 in explicit forms. Let I'=(I', w) be the group generated by I' 
and w. Then, the equality L2(f\H)= v. is shown to hold from the defi
nition of them. Hence, it is sufficient to consider the trace formula for 
the space L2(f\H) by means of Selberg's theory to obtain that for v •. 
The trace formula for V0 then follows easily from those for L2(I'\H) and 
V.( =L2(f\H)). 

On the other hand, in [10], we investigated the trace formula for the 
Hilbert space with the group generated by PSL(2, Z) and the reflection 
with respect to the imaginary axis. Though the material in this article 
looks analogous to that of [10], the actual analysis involved seems to be 
rather different. In fact, in the present case, only relatively parabolic 
elements defined in Section 2 contribute the continuous spectrum, and 
relatively identical elements in Section 2, which exist clearly, do not con
tribute the continuous spectrum, while, in [10], the elements, which corre
spond to our relatively identical elements in the classification in Section 2, 
contribute the continuous spectrum, and no elements correspond to our 
relatively parabolic elements. 
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In Section 1, trace formulas for V, and V0 will be stated in rough 
forms. In Section 2, the concrete decomposition of I' (I) into relative 
conjugacy classes except for relatively hyperbolic elements will be settled, 
and, in the last section, we will describe a method for evaluating the traces 
for v. and V0 explicitly. Our final results are Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 

§ 1. Weakly symmetric Riemannian space 

Let H={u=(z, v) Jz=x+iy e C, O<v e R} be the three dimensional 
upper half space having a Riemann structure defined by 

(1.1) 

As is well known, the group G=--=-PSL(2, C) operates onto H transitively 
by a linear fractional transformation: 

( ) ( (az+b)(cz+d)+acv 2 
Z, V ---+ --------, 

Jcz+dl2+lc\2v2 

for each element(~ t) in G. Then, the triple (G, H, 1) becomes a weakly 

symmetric Riemannian space in the notation of Selberg ([5] or [10]). Let 
furthermore (I): (z, v)-(t, v) be the complex conjugation with respect to 
the z-part of u, and let G=<G, (I)) be a group generated by G and (I). 

From the fact that the metric (1.1) is G-invariant and the triple (G, H, 1) is 
weakly symmetric, we see that the triple ( G, H, 1) also turns out to be a 
weakly symmetric Riemannian space. 

The group G has the following properties: 

(1.2) 
(l)(ac bd)(l)=(ac-d5-) (a b) for every c d in G, i.e., (l)G(l)=G, 

and therefore we have 

(1.3) G=G U G(IJ=G U (/JG. 

The Laplace-Beltrami operator and the G-invariant measure derived 
from the metric (1.1) will be denoted by 

(1.4) D=v -+-+- -V-
z( a2 a2 a2 ) a 

ax2 ay2 av2 av 

and 
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(1.5) dµ(u)= dxdydv 
vs 

respectively. 
Put I'=PSL(2, Z[i]). Then I' operates discontinuously on H, and 

the fundamental domain !?} = I'\H of I' is given by 

!?}={(z, v)\z=x+iy, O<x<½, -½~y<½, x2+y 2+v 2>1}. 

Let L2(!?}) be the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions defined 
on !?} for the measure (1.5), and let Lg(E&) be its subspace consisting of cusp 
forms. It is well known that the space L2(E&) has the spectral decompo
sition with respect to D as in (1.4): 

L2(E&) = Lg(E&)E9C E9L~(E&), 

where C is the space of constant functions and L~(!?}) is the continuous 
part of the spectrum. We can take a set of Maass wave forms {f,lJ;;:1 

as an orthogonal (but not orthonormal) basis of L~(E&), where DfJ= 
-(1 +r])f,, rJ>O, for each!,. 

On the other hand, according to the action of w, the space L2(E&) has 
an alternative direct sum decomposition: 

L2(!?}) = V.E9 V0, 

where V.={feL2(E&)\f(wu)=f(u)} and V0={feL2(E&)\f(wu)=-f(u)}. 
We call the spaces v. and V0 even and odd spaces respectively. Corre
sponding to the last decomposition of L2(E&), the space L~(E&) can be 
decomposed into even and odd spaces as well, which will be denoted by 

L~,.(E&)=L~(E&) n V., {f,,}Ji;;:1 : orthogonal basis of L~,.(E&), 

Lg,a(E&)=L~(E&) n Va, {fJ.}J • .:i: orthogonal basis of L~,o(E&), 

where {j}g 1 =Ui}Ji.:t U {j2}J • .:t· In view of the fact that CE9L~(E&)C V., 
we then find 

(1.6) Va =L~,a(E&). 

Our aim in this article is to obtain trace formulas for v. and Va in explicit 
forms. 

Now consider the group I'=(I', w) generated by I' and w. It is a 
discrete subgroup of G and therefore operates discontinuously on H. A 
fundamental domain !!} = I'\H of I' can be written as 

!!}={(z, v) \z=x+zy, O<x~½, O~y~½, x2+y 2+v 2?:l}. 
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Let furthermore V(iJ) be the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions 
defined on ~. The spectral decomposition with respect to D of the space 
L2(iJ) is expressed, in a fashion similar to L2(!7}), as 

where L~(iJ) and Care spaces of cusp forms and constant functions respec
tively, and L!(iJ) is the continuous part of the spectrum. From the fact 
that the triple (G, H, 1) is weakly symmetric and f is a discrete subgroup 
of G, we can apply Selberg's theory to the space L2(iJ). However, by 
definition, the equality V,=L2(iJ) holds clearly. Hence, it is sufficient to 
consider the trace formula for L2(iJ) so as to obtain that of v.. In addi
tion, it is shown easily that L~,.(!7})=L~(iJ) from the above decomposition 
and (1.6), so that we can take even Maass wave forms {.f,1}1,;;a;i as an 
orthogonal basis of L~(iJ). 

Set k(u, u') to be a point pair invariant with respect to G, i.e., it satis
fies the condition k(au, au')= k(u, u') for any a e G. Moreover put 

\z z'\2+(v v')~ t(u, u')= - - for u=(z, v), u'=(z', v') e H. 
vv' 

(1.7) 

Then, since any point pair invariant with respect to G is a function of a 
positive real variable t=t(u, u') and since t(wu, wu')=t(u, u'), any point 
pair invariant with respect to G can also be identified with a function of 
t= t(u, u'). This implies that for every point pair invariant k(u, u') with 
respect to G, a function 'P may be defined by 

(1.8) k(u, u')=cp(t(u, u')). 

To simplify the explicit computation of the trace formula, we impose the 
condition on <p that it is smooth and of compact support. An invariant 
integral operator with respect to G derived from (1.8) will be denoted by 
L,p, i.e., 

(L'Pf)(u) = J H k(u, u')f(u')dµ(u'), 

where k(u, u')=<p(t(u, u')). From Selberg's theory, it is known that any 
eigenfunction of D with the eigenvalue -(1 +r2), re C becomes an eigen
function of an arbitrary invariant integral operator simultaneously, whose 
eigenvalue is usually written as h(r ). The eigenvalue h(r ), determined 
only by L,, and r, is called the Selberg transform. Obviously it is an even 
function of r, i.e., h(r)=h(-r). The operator L,,, on L2(iJ), turns out to 
be an integral operator with the kernel function K(u, u'), where 
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K(u, u')= ·r; k(u, au'). 
•EI' 

As in [2], the Eisenstein series with respect to I' is defined by 

E(u, s)= I: v(au)• 
• E I'o\I' 
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for u e H and s e C, where I'o= { (~ ~) EI'\ c=o} and v(u) is the v-part 

of u. This series converges absolutely for Re (s) > 2, and so becomes a 
holomorphic function of s in this region. It can be continued meromor
phically to the whole complex s-plane, having a simple pole at s=2, and 
satisfies the functional equation: 

E(u, s)=d>(s)E(u, 2-s), 

where 

d>(s)= _1e_. Ch-1) 
s-1 Ch) 

and Ch) is the Dedekind zeta function of the field k = Q(i). If we put 

H(u, u')= _l_J~ E(u, l+ir)E(u', 1-ir)h(r)dr, 
21e -~ 

then, by a similar consideration as in [10: Proposition 2], we have the 
following 

Proposition 1.1. Let K*(u, u') be the kernel function defined by 

(1.9) K*(u, u')=K(u, u')-2H(u, u'), 

then it is bounded on ~ X ~. 

Let Lt be an integral operator defined on L2(~) with the kernel func
tion K*(u, u'). Then, it follows from Selberg's theory that L<pfJi =h(r1i)f1i 
for eachjj 1 , L'Pfo=h(i)fo for fo= 1 (since Dfo=O), and L1 =O on L~(~) (cf. 
(3: Appendix]). This means that the operator Lt coincides with the dis
crete part of L'P and the continuous spectrum of L'P can be expressed by 
2H(u, u'). Since Lt is completely continuous due to Proposition 1.1, we 
obtain the following rough trace formula for L2(~) and therefore for v.: 

(1.10) I; h(r1,)+h(i)=f- K*(u, u')dµ(u). 
ji,a;l "' 

Next, if we put K*(u, u')= I:.erk(u, au')-H(u, u') and K'*(u, u') = 
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I:.erk(u, awu')-H(u, u') corresponding to a classification f' =I' U I'w 
which is readily derived from (1.3), then it follows from (1.8) and (1.9) that 
the right hand side of (1.10) is equal to 

(1.11) ..!.. J K*(u, u)dµ(u) + ..!.. J K'*(u, u)dµ(u). 
2 Ill 2 Ill 

Moreover, the definition of K*(u, u') means that the integral 

L K*(u, u)dµ(u) 

in (1.11) is nothing but the trace for L2(!1)), namely we have 

(1.12) I; h(r1)+h(i) =J K*(u, u)dµ(u). 
j~l Ill 

Therefore, by using (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12), the trace formula for V0 can 
be described as 

(1.13) 
=__!_ J K*(u, u)dµ(u) _ __!_ J K'*(u, u)dµ(u). 

2 Ill 2 Ill 

As for the integral J 
9 

K*(u, u)dµ(u), it has already been calculated by [6], [7] 

or [8] for instance. Hence, in order to obtain trace formulas for v. and 

V0 , we have only to compute the integral L K'*(u, u)dµ(u) explicitly. 

About the relationship between ~(t) and h(r), we know the following 

Proposition 1.2 ([6], [7] or [81). Put 

Q(w)=tr J: ~(t)dt, w>O, 

and set Q(w)=g(u)for w=eu+e-u-2. Then we have 

h(r)= J:
00 

g(u)e°1''udu, re C. 

Conversely, 

g(u)=- h(r)cirudr 1 J"" 
2tr -oo 

and 
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1 
¥J(t)= --Q'(t). 

11: 
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In addition, if ¥J is smooth and of compact support, then h(r) is a holomorphic 
function in the whole complex r-plane and especially for r e R: it is of rapid 
decay as \r \-Hx, (cf [11]). 

§ 2. Decomposition of I' a, into relative conjugacy classes 

For an arbitrary element -rm in I'm, we define [-rm] and I',w by 

[-rm]={a-rma-1 !a EI'} and I',w={a E I'la-rma- 1=-rm}. 

Then, we call them the relative conjugacy class and the relative centralizer 
of -rm respectively. In this section, as a preparation of computing the 

integral L K'*(u, u)dµ(u) explicitly, we will determine relative conjugacy 

classes in I'm and the relative centralizer for each representative of them 
precisely. Since a-rma-1=a-rfr 1m holds due to (1.2), it follows that 

(2.1) 

for an element -r in I'. In view of this fact, two elements a0, a6 in SL(2, C) 
but not in G are said to be relatively conjugate to each other when there 
exists a certain element Tin SL(2, C) such that a6= Tao'f-1• Then, it is 
found that every element a0 in SL(2, C) is relatively conjugate to one of 
the following four types of elements: 

relatively elliptic element {=}relatively conjugate to ± (e -t) 
where \e\= 1, e=;i= ± 1, e EC 

{===}ao'{i0 is an elliptic element in SL(2, C), 

relatively parabolic element {=}relatively conjugate to ± (1 1) 
where x=;i=O, x ER 

{=}a 0i'J0 is a parabolic element 

in SL(2, C), 

relatively identical element {=}relatively conjugate to± (1 1) 

or ±(_1 1) 
{=}a 0i'J0 is equal to (1 1) or -(1 1) 

respectively, 
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relatively hyperbolic element ~relatively conjugate to ± (µ µ-1) 
where µ-=t=+l, µ e R 

~<1 0a0 is a hyperbolic element 

in SL(2, C). 

If we put <10=(~ ~} then we have 

(1 ii =(\a\ 2 +bc, a5+~a). 
0 0 ca+cd, \d\2 +bc 

As is easily seen, the trace of <10a0 is always real, so <10a0 is not loxodromic 
for any <10 in SL(2, C). 

Now, for an arbitrary element -r0 in SL(2, Z[i]), we put 

[[-roll'= {<10-roiio1 I <10 e SL(2, Z[i1)}, 

which will be called the relative conjugacy class of -r0 in SL(2, Z[i]). Let 
furthemore i. be a mapping from SL(2, Z[i]) to I' defined by i.(-r0)= 
-r0 (mod± 1) for every -r0 e SL(2, Z[i1). Then, it is obvious that the equality 
wJ=-r'(J) holds if and only if-r=-r' for -r, -r' er. Combining this fact with 
(1.2), we have 

(2.2) [t.(-ro)(J)1 = [[-ro])' /{ ± 1} for -r0 e SL(2, Z[i]). 

This means that it is enough to classify relative conjugacy classes [[-r01]' in 
SL(2, Z[i]) to obtain relative conjugacy classes in r(J). 

For 1/o e SL(2, Z[i]), let [[11011 be an usual conjugacy class, i.e., 

[[11011={<101Jo<1O1 !<10 e SL(2, Z[i])}. 

Then, it is shown that, for -r0 e SL(2, Z[i]), the mapping a0-a 0a0 for a0 e 
[[-r01]' induces a surjection from [[-r01]' to [[-r0t 01] and that [[-r0t 011 ::;i=[[-r~t~]] 
implies [[-r0]]'::;i=[[To]]' for -r0, -r~ e SL(2, Z[i]). However, we know that con
jugacy classes in SL(2, Z[i]) have already been settled for example by [7] 
in a satisfactory form. Therefore, what we must to carry out are firstly 
to obtain all -r0 such that -r0t 0 =1Jo for a representative 1/o of each conjugacy 
class [[110]1 in SL(2, Z[i]), and, secondly to distinguish them with respect 
to relative conjugation. 

According to this plan, we will determine, from now on, relative con
jugacy classes and their representatives in SL(2, Z[i]) explicitly. 

2.1. Relatively elliptic elements 
If -r0 is relatively elliptic, -r-0t 0 is an elliptic element by definition. We 
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intend to determine the set co:i:isisting of all i- 0 such that T"0t 0==7Jo, where 7Jo 
is a certain fixed representative of each conjugacy class [[7J0]] of elliptic 
elements, and its decomposition into relative conjugacy classes. It is well 
known that every elliptic element in SL(2, Z[i]) has an order equal to 4, 3 
or 6; we will treat separately the case of order 4 and the case of order 3 
or 6. 

In case of order 4, by Tanigawa [7: p. 233], we see that there are four 

conjugacy classes. They are represented by 7Jo,.= (~ _:), where 1=0, 1, 

- i or 1 - i, and their centralizers are 

(2.3) {±1, ±7)o..} 

respectively. On the other hand, any element i- 0 in SL(2, Z[i]) which 

satisfies a somewhat general condition -r0t 0=(~ _:\) should have the 

form: 

±(a, - 1+1a\2 +i l-1a\2) 

l+i, -ia 
(2.4) for a e Z[i]. 

Considering these facts, it can be verified that the equality -r0t 0=(~ _!i) 
for each l as above is possible only if l= 1-i, and such -r0 is given by 

( i -1) ( i -1) . 
1 + i _ 1 or - 1 + i _ 1 . Moreover these two matrices are not rela-

tively conjugate to each other. Therefore, we obtain the following two 
relative conjugacy classes: 

(2.5) 

For the other case, i.e, for elliptic elements of order 3 or 6, again 
from [7: p. 234], we see that there are four conjugacy classes, whose repre-

. · b (O -l) d ( O -i) Th 1· f sentattves are given y ± 1 _ 1 an ± _ i _ 1 . e centra 1zers o 

(0 -1) d ( 0 - i) · "d · I · h 1 _ 1 an _ i _ 1 comet e respective y wit 

(2.6) <(1 -1), (2~i -2~)) and <( 1. -i), (2+i 2 .)). 
1 O 2z 2-z -z O 2 2-z 

Since -r0t 0 =t 0-r0 holds in case of -r0t 0 = (~ = D, such an element -r0 has the 
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property 'r~1(? = D't"o,= (? = D· This implies that_ ~o is on element Ill the 

centralizer of(? = D, and therefore is an element of the group< G -6), 
(2+i -2i)> h" h f (2 6) If - ·(2+i -2i) h 2i 2_i w 1c comes rom . . we put q 0 = 2i 2_i , t en 

it follows from G -i)flo =floG -6) that any element of the group 

<(1 -1) ) (1 -l)m 1 0 , o-0 can be expressed as 1 0 a~, m, n e Z, OS:mS:5. Fur-

thermore a0=a 01 leads to 

{G --~r O'~HG -~r a~}=G -~ym. 
Thus, we see that the set of all 't"o such that 't"ot'o= (? = D consists of the 

following elements: 

(2.7) +(1 -1) n - 1 0 O'o, neZ. 

Next, if we suppose that there exists an element r0 in SL(2, Z[i]) such that 

I --1 C 1 d / • f • - 1-1 (0 -1) h 't"o=ro't"oro 1or two e ements 't"0 an 't"o satts ymg 't"0't"0='t"0't"0= 1 _ 1 , t en 

obviously r O should be an element ~f < G -i), q O). However, in general, 

· it is verified that 

form, m', n, n' e Zand O<m, m'S:5. Hence, the set consisting of ele
ments in (2. 7) can be decomposed into four relative conjugacy classes, 

which are represented by ±G -6) and +G -i)a0• Namely we have 

the following four relative conjugacy classes: 

(2.8) ± [[(2-~ -2-~))]'. 
2+1 -21 -

For the case of 't"0't"0= . . , we know firstly _ ( 0 -i) . 
-z -l 

{ ( i )}-I( 0 -i){ (i )} ( 0 -i) · 't"o -i -i -1- 't"o -i = -i -1 · 
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Thus, by (2.6), -.0c -i) becomes an element of<(-~ -ci)• (2ti /:_i)). 
Putting 110 = (2ti 2.:_i) and noting ( -~ -6)11 0 =110( -~ -ci), we see 

secondly that any element of<(-~ -ci), 110) can also be expressed as 

( 1 ')"' -i -~ a~, m, n e Z; 0<m<5. Then, the properties 

yield 

Therefore, the set of all -r O such that -r O t O = ( _ ~ = D consists of 

(2.9) ( 1 -i) (-i ) + -i O (1~ i ' neZ. 

By a similar consideration as in the preceding case, it is shown finally that 

the set of (2.9) can be rep~esented by four elements+(_~ -ci)(-i i)' 
± ( _ ~ -ci)a 0(-i i) in the sense of relative conjugation. Consequently, 

we obtain the following four relative conjugacy classes: 

(2.10) ± [[ (=~ ~) ]]', 

(0 -1) ( 0 -i) · f As for -r0t 0= - 1 _ 1 or - -i 1 , non-existence o such -r0 fol-

lows easily. 

2.2 Relatively parabolic elements 
By [7: p. 233], all of the representatives of conjugacy classes are given 

by ± (1 . f), where fi ranges over the set 

{fi e Z[i] I Im (fi) > 0} U {fi e Z[i] I Im (fi) = 0, Re (fi) > 0}: 

Their centralizers are all equal to 
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(2.11) 

For any /3, there exists no element r0 such tliat r0t 0= -(1 n-Moreover, 

for the existence of at least one element !'o such that !'o'i'o= (1 n, it is 

necessary and sufficient that f3 has the form 2b1 or 2ib1 for every b1 e Z-.:.i· 

So, in case of [3=2b1, the set of all r 0 such that r 0'i'0= (1 2t1) is given by 

(2.12) 

and for [3=2ib_, the set of all r 0 such that r 0'i'0= (1 2fh1) is equal to 

(2.13) 

For elements ± (1 i) in (2.12), we have 

(2.14) 

{ ±(1 ~) }(1 b1iib2){ ±(1 ~) r 1=(1 b1 + ib{ +(r-n), 

{ + (1 ~) }t b1 ~!b2){ ± (1 ~) rl:::: e b1 + ib~~i(r + I)). 
Therefore, for each fixed b1 e Z?:.i, the elements of (2.12) can be represented 

by ±(1 f1) and ±(1 bi ti) in the sense of relative conjugation, and 

the corresponding result for (2.13) is that we have ± e _:'}) and 

±( b~i) as representatives. Hence, the full set of representatives of 

relatively parabolic elements can be given by 

(2.IS) {+(1 b1) +(1 h1+i) +(i b1) +(i h1+i)jb e z }· - 1 ' - 1 ' - -i ' - -i I ,:I 

2.3. Relatively identical elements 
By definition, any relatively identical r0 satisfies the condition r0'i'0 = 

(1 1) or -(1 1} 
In case of r0'i'0=(1 1), all of such r0 must have the forms 
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(2.16) 

In particular, they can be written as ± 11 2 or ± 1 ~i under the ( 1 'h) (' 'h) 
restrictionofc 2 =0.Now,ifweconsidertheelements(1 1),(1 {),t-i) 
and C _:) in (2.16), a simple calculation shows that they are not rela

tively conjugate to each other and each of them is relatively conjugate to 
itself times -1. Actually we have 

(2.17) 

e _Je Jc-:rl = -e 1), 
C _1J(1 ~)C _1J-1=-(1 ~), 
C _JC _JC _J-l=-C _J 
C _JC -~)C -~rl=-C _J 

Then, from the following lemma, it will be found that the number of 
relative conjugacy classes consisting of relatively identical elements is 
exactly equal to four, while the above arguments only mean at least four. 

Lemma 2.1. Any element !'o as in (2.16) is relatively conjugate to one 

of (1 1), (1 ;), C -i) and C -D· 
Proof If c2 of !'o is equal to 0, the assertion readily follows from the 

form of !' 0 as in (2.16), (2.14) and (2.17). 
In case of c2 ='>,:0, three important formulas are 

( i) (1 ho)(~ i~z)(n)-l = (a+_ihoCz -aho~ih~_c2+ih2+liho), 
1 zc2 a 1 zc2 a-1h 0c2 

(ii) (1 ih0)(~ i~2)(1 ih0)-
1 = (a--_h0c2 iah0 -~~c 2 +ih 2+ iah0 ), 

1 zc2 a 1 lC 2 a-h 0c2 

for an arbitrary h0 e Z, and 

(iii) ( i )(a ih2)(-i )- 1 (-a -ic 2). 

i ic2 li i = -ih 2 -a 

If c2 of !'o is equal to 1 or -1, all of such !' 0 can be reduced to (i i) 
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or -(i i) respectively by use of (i) and (ii). However, we see 

Therefore, by (2.17), they all become relatively conjugate toe -D· 
Next, in case of I c2 I> 1, suppose that, by means of (i) and (ii), 'r'o has 

been transformed into·(~'~~) with a'=di+ia~, a~, a~e z. Then, a suitzc2 a 
able choice of b0 as in (i) and (ii) makes 

Id.I<~ and Id.\~~ 1=2 2-2' 

and moreover, because of I c2 I> 1, it does not happen that both af and a, 
are 0. Considering these facts, we see firstly 

a?+a,2 -l =lb~llc2 \, 

which comes from «i2 + ~2 -1 = -b~c2• Secondly it is possible to put 

I a'I= l:'tl-m la'\=~ -n m n e _!_z and O~m n <lli 
1 2 ' 2 2 '' 2 - '=2' 

where at least one of m and n is strictly smaller than I c2 lf2 due to I c2 I> 1. 
If \a~l>la~I, then we surely obtain 

a;2+a~2-1 < 2(~ -m)2 - 1 < (lc2\-2m)2 . 
- 2 2 

Hence, it follows from ( *) that 

lb~\< (lcz\-2m) =~ -m, 
2 2 

and for l~I >la~!,~ similar consideration reaches 

lh~I< lli-n. 
. 2 

Now, if we transform ~ 1_,2 into -~b' -Z~z by (iii), then, by virtue of ( ' 'b') ( _, . ) 
ic2 a -1 2 -a 

(**)or(**)', (i) and (ii) are again ~pplicable to (_;_~b'' -:i~2) in order to 
-la-a 

find the new value W which satisfies IWl<lbW2, Using in this way (i), 
(ii) and (iii) repeatedly, we can make the absolute value \b2 \ gradually 
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smaller,~where b2 comes from (2.16) in connection with (i), (ii) and (iii), and 

f (a ib) a ter all, every T 0= . _ 2. such that \c2 \> 1 can be reduced to one of the 
lC2 a 

following two forms:· 

(~ ~2)_r(;;; :,) 
1c2 a ~(~' o)· 

lC~ li1 

or (a' ') 
ic~ ~: ' 

In view of (iii), both (~', ~,) and (~', -!,) are relatively conjugate to 
1c2 a 1c2 a 

( i ~). For the second form, again by (iii), (~', ?,) is relatively conju-
-1 lC a 

gate to the matrix whose c2 is equal to 0. If a'=± l, (f:~ ~,) is relatively 

conjugate to (1 1) or (1 n according as c~ is even or odd, and similarly, 

if a'= ± i, relatively conjugate to e _ i) or e -D according to the value 

of c~ being even or odd. This completes the proof. 

As a result of the above arguments, the set of all To such that T0t 0= 
(1 1) is decomposed into the following four relative conjugacy classes: 

(2.18) n e 1) 1r n (1 ~) 1r n e _J 1r n e _:) 1r 
In case of T 0f 0= -(1 1), all of such To must have the forms: 

(2.19) 

By an analogous process to the proof of Lemma 2.1, all matrices as in 

(2.19) can be reduced to ( _ 1 1) or ( 1 - 1), and they are not relatively 

conjugate to each other. Thus we obtain the following two relative con
jugacy classes: 

(2.20) 

We cart not discuss relatively hyperbolic elements in detail because of 
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the difficulty in obtaining the representatives of hyperbolic elements in 
SL(2, Z[i]) explicitly (cf. [4], [7]). But it seems to be of some importance 
to observe, for example, whether or not the mapping i-0--+-r-0t 0 from rela
tively hyperbolic elements -r-0 to conjugacy classes consisting of hyperbolic 
elements with a certain fixed trace t, which at least one element -r-0!'0 can 
take, is surjective. 

Now, an element -r-w in Tw will be called by the same name according 
as the element rr· 1(-r-) in SL(2, Z[i]) is relatively elliptic, parabolic, identical 
or hyperbolic. As to the relative centralizer, its definition leads to 

(2.21) r,.,={ao e SL(2, Z[i]) I Uo!"oilo1 =!"o} 

U {ao e SL(2, Z[i]) I Uo!"oilo1 = --r-o}/{± 1} 

for rr(-r-0)=-r-. Then, it is easily seen that the inverse image of the right 
hand side of (2.21) under the mapping rr is included in the centralizer of 
-r-0f 0, thus we have 

(2.22) 

for rr(-r-0)=-r-. By these results and (2.2), the decomposition of I'w into 
relative conjugacy classes and their relative centralizers are now given as 
follows. 

Relatively elliptic elements: there exist five relative conjugacy classes 
owing to (2.5), (2.8) and (2.10), which are expressed as 

(2.23) 

Moreover, (2.5), (2.8) and (2.10) mean that their relative centralizers coin
cide respectively with 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

and 

(2.26) 

r = {;d (; 1 - i)} 
,., ' 0 -i for -r-=( i -1) 

l+i -1 ' 

r -((1 -1)) ,.,- 1 0 "' (1 -1) (-2+i 2+i) 1or -r-= or 
1 0 -2-i 2i 
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( i -1) (-l -2i 2+i) forr= 1 0 ITT -2-i 2 · 

Relatively parabolic elements: in view of (2.15), the full set of repre
sentatives are written as 

and the relative centralizer of each element in (2.27) is given by 

or 

Here, throughout both cases in the above, all matrices are identified with 
elements in G. 

Relatively identical elements: five relative conjugacy classes are de
duced from (2.18) and (2.20), which are expressed as 

and (2.21) shows that their relative centralizers are respectively equal to 

(2.31) I',.,= SL(2, Z) U {(~a2 ~b2) E SL(2, Z[i])}./{ ± 1} 
1c 2 zd2 

forr=ir(±(1 1)), 

r~-j 
(2.32) 

[ 

C2 + · a2 -d2 + 'b l -- za2, z. · 2 2 . 

• C2 + 'd ZC2 , - l 2 
2 
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(2.33) 
(,.;----;-) (./T )-1 r = z = r .. ., z . = 

.,.. ,.; i ,.; i 

(,./T ) (,./T )- 1 . r, ... = ,.; i r .. ., ,.; i 

(2.34) 

for 1:= ( _ 1 1 ). where all matrices except for (2.31) and (2.32) are also 

regarded as, elements in G. 
It seems to be impossible to determine relative conjugacy classes of 

relatively hyperbolic elements explicitly. by the same reason as in the case 
of relatively hyperbolic elements in SL(2, Z[i]). But, as will be introduced 
later on, it is possible to define the notion of the 'primitive' element, which 
is necessary to compute the trace formula. 

§ 3. Trace formulas for V, and· V0 

Trace formulas for v. and V0 have been stated by (1.10), (1.11) and 
(1.13) in rough forms. Moreover one knows that it is sufficient to com
pute the integral 

f K'*(u, u)dµ(u) with K'*(u, u)= I: k(u, <1wu)-H(u, u) 
• aer 

in order to obtain them in explicit forms. We are now in the position to 
carry out this evaluation. Throughout this section, we suppose that all 
matrices are identified with elements in G. 

Let [i-w] and I',., be the relative conjugacy class and the relative cen
tralizer of i-w respectively. It has been shown that the only set of 
relatively parabolic elements contributes the continuous spectrum. There
fore, the above integral is naturally decomposed into the sum of com
ponents C(i-w) corresponding to relative conjugacy classes of relatively 
elliptic, identical and hyperbolic elements and a modified component 
C( oow) related to relatively parabolic elements. Namely, we have 

(3.1) f K'*(u, u)dµ(u)= I: C(i-w)+ I: C(i-w)+ I: C(i-w)+C(oow), 
e [r,e] [r,i] [r,h] 

where 
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(3.2) C(-,(J))= L ... k(u, 1:(J)u)dµ(u) for !?)..,=I',.,\H, 

(3.3) C( OO(J))= lim [ I:; f I:; k(au, 1:(J)(JU)dµ(u) -s· H(u, u)dµ(u)] 
V-oo [r,p] gY u gY 

(a in I;. runs over all the representatives of r,.,\I'), !5)v={(z,v)e 
!5)jv~V} for V~O, and r.e, r.i, r.h and r.p denote relatively elliptic, 
identical, hyperbolic and parabolic elements respectively. 

From now on, we will bring all of components appearing in (3.1) into 
their satisfactorily precise expressions. 

3.1.. Contribution from relatively elliptic elements 
Let a 0 be a complex number such that I a 0 \ = 1, and put a0 = 

-a 01ao( = -a~). As a preliminary step, we consider firstly the integral 

f H k(u, (a
0 

-a;}vu)dµ(u) under the assumption Re(a 0)~0. By 

it follows from (1.8) that 

t k( u, Co -a;1)(J)u )dµ(u) 

= t c;o(lz14-(ao ~2110)\z\2+ 1 +2(\z\z-1)+ vz)dµ(u). 

After a change of variable z to polar coordinates, the right hand side of 
the above equation coincides with 

2ir cp O O +2(r 2 - l)+v 2 rdr-. foo foo ( r4 -(a +a )r 2+ 1 ) dv 
o o v2 v8 

If we substitute 

t= r4-(ao+ao)r2+1 +2(r2-l)+v2 for r, 
vz .. 

analogous calculations to [3: p. 100] and the assumption' Re (a0)~0 show 
that the last integral is equal to 

(3.4) ,rf00 fa } - cp(t) -===dvdt, 
2 0 . 1/a .J f(t, v) 
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where 

f(t, v) = t+2-(a 0+a 0)- 4-(a~+aoY v2 and a=(../t +../t+ 4)/2 

which is the positive root of t= (a -1/a) 2 satisfying a> 1 for any fixed 
t >O. Furthermore, replacing q,(t) by -(1/,r)Q'(t) in Proposition 1.2, we 
have by partial integration 

(3.5) 
J H k(u, Co -a 0}ou)dµ(u) 

1 [ J a 1 loo Joo (J a 1 )] = -2 Q(t) 1/a ../ f(t, v) dv O - 0 Q(t)d 1/a ../l(i;vf dv 

Next, we propose to apply (3.5) to each component C(T"ro) repre
sented by an element of (2.23) to express it in terms of h(r ). As for !'ro = 
( 1 ~ i =} )ro, its relative centralizer is of order 2 owing to (2.24), so it 

follows that 

If we take 

T=(2114 )(1 -(1 +i)/2) 
2-1/4 1 ' 

then 

r( i -l)r-1= ../2 ( -l+i) 
l+i -1 2 l+i 

holds. Thus, using {3.5) with a 0=(../2/2)(1 +i), i.e., a0 =i, the expression 

for c((i~i =Dro) is transformed into 

-.l..[Q(t)Ja 1 dvjoo -Joo Q(t)a(Ja 1 av)]· 
4 1/a ../t + 2-v 2 0 0 1/a ../t + 2-v 2 

On the other hand, by a=(../t +../t+4 )/2, one has 
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fa 1 dv 
lla ./t +2-v 2 

. ./T+./i+4 . 2 
=arcsm ., -arcsm(' 1 1 • 

2v t+2 v t +v t+4)'V t+2 

Therefore, substituting g(u) for Q(t) by Proposition 1.2, the component 
in question turns out to be equal to 

- g(u)---du. 1 f"" 1 
2 0 eu + e-u 

Further calculations after this yield 

(3.6) 
c((l:i =!)w) 
=-1 f"" {_r:___(2-+ ir)-_r:_(_!_+ ir)}h(r)dr, 

161r _., r 4 4 r 4 4 

where (I''/ I')(s) is a logarithmic derivative of the gamma function I'(s ). 
For the remaining elements of (2.23), we see firstly 

( i -1) (1 -1) 
1/-1 1 0 'ij= 1 0 and 

-1(-1-2i 2+i)-=(-2+i 2+i) 
1/ 2 · 2 1/ 2 . 2· - -l - -l l 

(./T ) for 7J= .j i . 

Thus, it follows from (2.26) that 

c(G -~)w)=c((~ -~)w), 
c((-2+~ 2~i)w)= c((-1-~i 2+i)w). 

-2-1 ~ -2-z 2 

(3.7) 

This implies that it is enough to calculate left hand sides of (3. 7) respec

tively. For the component c( G -i)w ), putting 

[
1 _ _!_(1+,fTi) l - 2 

T 1 ,-. = --'V l ' J J3 1 - ~ (1-,/31) 

one has 
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r(1 -l)r-1=..!.( -,./3 -i). 
1 0 2 ,./3 -i 

By this property, (2.25) and (3.5) with a0= -(1/2)(1 + ,./3i), the com

ponent C ( G -i )w) is expressed as 

1 - [ f ./Ba/2 1 1= s= (f . ./Ba/2 1 )] --- Q(t) --,===c====a=dV - Q(t)d · ---===dV • 
3,./3 ./S/2a -Vt+3-u 2 o o .;s12» ,vt+3-v2 

Similarly to the preceding case, th.e above formula is reduced to 

1 s= 1 3 o g(u) (eu12_e-uf2)2+3 du. 

Here, substituting the Fourier integral of h(r) for g(u) by use of Propo
sition 1.2 and calculating the residues of the integrand arising from this 
substitution, we obtain the following formula: 

(3.8) (( 1 1) ) 1 s= e-(b/3)r -e-(4,r/3)r 

C 1 - 0 a, = 6,./3 -= . l-e-2"' h(r)dr. 

As for the component c( ( =~~: 21/)w ), one has 

r(-2+i 2+i)r-1 =..!.( ,./3 +i) 
-2-i 2i 2 -,./3 +i 

with 

Considering this fact, it follows from (2.25) and (3.5) that 

(3.9) 

Collecting (3.6) through (3.9), the contribution from relatively elliptic 
elements is now given by 

(3.10) 

J. C(Tw)=-1 s= {/~(2-+ir) _ _r__(_!_+ir)}h(r)dr 
~J 161t' -= I 4 4 I' 4 4 

2 s= e-(2ir/3)r -e-(4,r/3)r +-- ------h(r)dr. 
3,./3 -= 1-e-hr 
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3.2. Contribution from relatively identical elements 
In the beginning, we restrict our investigation to the components 

represented by elements of (2.30) except for ( _ 1 1 )w. It is easily seen 

that 

(i ) (1 ) (i i) (1 i) r;-' -i f)= 1 and r;-1 -i f)= 1 (JT ) for r;= Ji . 

Thus, it follows from (2.33) that 

Namely, it is sufficient to calculate the components c( (1 1)w) and 

c( (1 ;)w )- In case of (1 1)w, from (2.31), the fundamental domain 

!!} «•=I',.,\ H for -rw = (1 l )w can be given, for instance, by 

{(z, u) I Z=X + iy, _ _!__<x~_!__, y> -x, x2+y2 +u2 ~ 1}. 2 - - 2 - -

Hence, we have 

c((l )w)=Joo Jl/2 Joo <p( 4y2)dydx_<!IJ_ 
1 o -1/2 •1-x2 u2 U3 

1 Jl/2 J v11-x2 Joo ( 4y2) du +- cp -- --dydx, 
2 -1/2 -•1-x2 ao u2 u3 

where a0 =-vl-(x 2+y2). For the first term on the right hand side of(*), 
a straight-forward calculation after the substitution t=4y2/u 2 with respect 
to y shows that 

Joo Jl/2 Joo ( 4y2) du 1 Joo Jl/2Joo cp(t) du cp -- dydx-=- ~dtdx-
o -1/2 v11-x 2 v2 v3 2 0 0 bo J t v2 

=- ~ dxdt-+- ~ dxdt-, 1 Joo J = cp(t) Jl/2 du l Joo J4fv' cp(t) Jl/2 du 
2 0 4/v2 J t O u2 2 0 3/v 2 J t co v2 

where b0=4(1-x 2)/v2 and c0 = J4-v 2t /2. In view of Proposition 1.2, the 
last formula is reduced to 

-g(O) + -g(O) - -ffO) =-g(O). 1 (1 1 ) 1 
8n 24 8n 24 
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For the second term on the right hand side of (*), again making the 
change of variable v to t=4y~/v 2 and using Proposition 1.2, it is found 
that 

1 fl/2 f "i-x• f® ( 4y2 ) dv 1 fl/2 f "1-x• fao dy - rp - -dydx= - rp(t)dt-dx 
2 -1/2 - ..t1-x• ao v2 v8 4 0 0 0 y2 

1 fl/2 f® f "1-x• dy 1 1r f® Jt+4 =- rp(t) -dtdx=--g(O)+- rp(t) __ dt, 
4 o o eo y 2 24 24 O Jt 

where a0 =-v'l-(x 2 +y 2), d0 =4y 2/(l-x 2 -y2) and e0=-v't(l-x2)/.Jt+4. 
Hence, we have 

(3.12) c((1 )w)=_!!____f= rp(t) .Ji+4 dt. 
1 24 0 .J t 

( 1 i) . (Ii) In case of I w, by (2.32), the fundamental domam !?) ,., for -r-w = 1 w 

may be chosen, for example, as 

Thus, a similar calculation as in the preceding case yields 

(3.13) c( (1 ~)w) = ; f rp(t) "';! dt. 

For the remaining component represented by ( _ 1 1 )w of (2.30), 

(2.34) shows that its relative centralizer is of order 4. Thus we have 

By means of (3.4) with a0= -1, the above integral is transformed into 

1r f® fa 1 - rp(t) .J dvdt, 
8 0 1/a f+4 

where a=(-v't +.Jt+4)/2. Hence, the property a-1/a=t yields 

(3.14) c(( 1)w) = !!__ f = rp(t) .JT dt. 
-1 8 0 -v't+4 

Since rp(t) is of compact support, it is obvious that all the integrals 
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on right hand sides of (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) are absolutely convergent. 
They are expressed in terms of h(r) as follows : 

(3.15) 
J '° ~(t) .Jt+4dt=_!_g(O)-~J'° {E__(l+ir)}rh(r)dr, 

o .J t 1r 1r -oo r 

J oo .Jt 1 i J'° { I'' ( ir) ~(t)~~dt=-g(O)-- - 1+-
o .J t+4 1r 21r2 - 00 r 2 

I''(l ir)} -I' 2 +2 rh(r)dr, 

where g(O)= 1/2;r [
00 

h(r)dr by Proposition 1.2. Thus the expression in 

terms of g(O) is identical with that of h(r ). 
Consequently, combining (3.11) through (3.15), the contribution from 

relatively identical elements is given by 

(3.16) 

11 1 J'° {I''( ir)} ~ C(no)=-g(O)-- - 1+- irh(r)dr 
[r,i] 24 3;r - 00 I' 2 

1 J'° { I'' ( ir) I'' ( 1 ir )} --- -- 1+- -- -+- irh(r)dr. 
161r - 00 r 2 r 2 2 

3.3. Contribution from relatively hyperbolic elements 
By an easy consideration, it is shown that the relative centralizer I' ... 

of every relatively hyperbolic element -rm turns out to be an infinite cyclic 
group generated by a hyperbolic element P0 e I' which is not a,-power 
of any element in r ... except P: 1• Snch an element P0 will be called a 
'primitive' hyperbolic element 'related to I'm'. On the other hand, one 

knows that a suitable choice of Te G enables us to have T-rT-1=(µ µ-) 
with lµl>L If we suppose that TP0 T- 1=(P p-i) with lpl>l for such 

an element T, then the generator P0 of I' ... may be uniquely determined. 
The number / will be called the 'norm' of P0 and will be denoted by NP 0• 

Since (ra,)2 or -r itself is contained in the group I' • ., according to -rm::,;::m-r 
or -rm=m-r, there exists a positive integer l which satisfies p112= u or p1=µ, 
respectively. For convenience of computation, define the positive number 
10 by 

I,={~ for -rm::,;::m-r, 

for -rm=m-r. 

Then, by a straight-forward calculation using 
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we readily obtain the following equation: 

(3.17) C(-rw) = log NPo g(l log NP). 
NPi•-Np-io o o 

0 0 

Here, it should be noted that, in general, a 'primitive' hyperbolic element 
'related to I'w' does not coincide with a 'primitive' hyperbolic element of 
I' in the sense of, for example, [7: p. 234]. 

3.4. Contribution from relatively parabolic elements 
The main purpose in this subsection is to investigate the asymptotic 

behavior of 

I; J I; k(au, -rwau)dµ(u), 
[r.p] mV a 

where a runs over all representatives of I',w \I' in (3.3) as V-.co. In view 
of (2.27), the term in question can be written as 

(3.18) ~ ~ 1 Lv ~ k(au, -rwau)dµ(u), 

where -rw denotes (1 t1)w, (1 bl t i)w, e li )w or e b1!/)w depend-

ing on b1> 1 and a ranges over all representatives of I',w \I' for each b1 ~ 1 
and for each -rw. Moreover, it follows from (2.28) and (2.29) that the 
fundamental domain :!2,w=l',., \I' can be given, for instance, by 

(1 b) (1 b +i) for -rw= 11 w or \ wand 

:!2,.,={(z, v) [z=x+iy, O~y~l, -co <x<co, O<v<co} 

( i b) (1 b +i) . for -rw= -i w or 1_i m respectively. For each -roJ of(3.18), we 

show firstly that 

(3.19) L~i J m;'., k(u, -rmu)dµ(u)- b~i Lv~ k(au, i-mau)dµ(u)] =o(I) 

as V-.co, where :?2;:,={(z, v) E 9,., [ v< V}. Secondly we have 
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(3.20) I: J k(u, w)u)dµ(u) = I: ·J k(u, r:'wu)dµ(u) 
bi~l £Pfa.1 bi~1 sf,(11 

for any 7:'1', r:'w in the summation I; ... of (3.18). Hence, it is sufficient to 
calculate the first term on the left hand side of (3.19) under the condition 

of r:w= (1 t1)w. 
To do this, we start from the following equation: 

(3.21) I: k(u, r:wu)dµ(u)= I: cp Y 1 --1'._E__ J JV Joo ( 2+b2) d d 
b,;.;1 af., b1,;;l O O v2 vs 

JvJ00 (Y2+x2) dydv f(x)= cp ~- --, 
o o v2 vs 

then an easy calculation shows that 

(3.22) f(x)= - 1-J00 cp(t) f n .J l dvdt. 
2X x•tV• z/V t - U 

Then, as is shown in [3: p. 103), a well-known summation formula yields 

(3.23) 1 Joo Joo I: f(b 1)=-f(l) + f(x)dx + f'(x){x}dx, 
b1,;;l 2 1 1 

where {x}=x-[x)-1/2, and [x] denotes the largest integer not greater 
than x. Since I;b1;:.J(b 1) is exactly same as what we want to get, we have 
only to evaluate each term on the right hand side of (3.23) in terms of h(r ). 

As for the first term, it follows easily from (3.22) that 

(3.24) 1 1 -f{l)=-g(O)+o(l) 
2 8 

as V-+oo. 

For the second term on the right hand side of (3.23), it is shown that 

Joo f(x)dx= g(O) log V + !!__ f1 f00 cp(t)dt dy _!!__ J00 fI/y• cp(t)dt dy 
1 4 4 0 1/y• y 4 1 0 y 

_ _!_ fVfoo cp(t) Jl/y -V 1 dvdt dy +o(l) 
2 o 1111• o t - v2 y 

as V-+oo. So, by [3: p. 103), one has 
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!!__{fl f= <p(t)dt dy -f= fl/y• <p(t)dt dy} 
4 0 1/y• y 1 0 y 

=- -h(O)-rg(O)-- -(l+ir)h(r)dr , 1 { 1 1 f= I'' } 
4 4 21r - 00 r 

where r is Euler's constant. Furthermore, 

- cp(t) ~=~dvdt_L l fVf= fl/y 1 d 
2 o 11y• o ,./ t - v2 y 

= 1-f= f00 <p(t) fl/y ,./ l dvdt dy +o(l) 
2 o 1/y• o t - v2 y 

=__!_{f00 <p(t)logtf" 1 ,./ l dvdt 
4 o o t -v 2 

-f= <p(t)f"T )ogv dvdt dy}+o(l) 
o o t-v 2 y 

= log 2 g(O)+o(l) as v_.oo. 
4 

Thus we have 

(3.25) 

f(x)dx= - g(O) log V +-h(O)-(r + log 2)g(O) Joo 1 { 1 
1 4 4 

-- 1-f= l:_(l +ir)h(r)dr}+o(l) 
21r -= r as v-oo. 

For the third term of (3.23), it follows from (3.22) that 

f'(x)= __ 1r_ f= <p(t)dt-1- I: 2kak x2k-1 f= <p(t)-l-dt, 
4x2 x•1v• 2 k=l V2k+I x•1v• tk+I/Z 

where a=(2k)!/(2 2k(k!)2(2k+l)) which is the k-th Taylor coefficient of 
arcsin x at x=O. By making use of 

we obtain finally 

(3.26) r f'(x){x}dx= ! (r - ~ )g(O)+o(l) as v_.oo, 

The second half of C(oow) has already been evaluated by [7: p. 241] 
for example, namely, 
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(3.27) 
Lv H(u, u)dµ(u) 

=g(O) log V- - 1-J00 ~(1 +ir)h(r) + _!_h(O)<l>(l)+ o(l) 
4n- - 00 <l> 4 

as v-oo. 
In view of (3.19), (3.20) ,(3.24) through (3.27) and <l>(l)= -1, the 

component related to relatively parabolic elements is now expressed as 

C(oow)= -log2,g(O)+ ~ h(O) 

(3.28) 
1 Joo <])I l Joo I' I +- -(1 + ir )h(r )dr- - -(1 + ir )h(r )dr. 

4n- -oo <l> 2n- -oo I' 

Summing up (3.10), (3.16), (3.17) and (3.28), we obtain the following 

Proposition 3.1. Let K'*(u, u') be the kernel function defined by 
K'*(u, u')= :I:.er k(u, awu')-H(u, u'). Then, 

J 
9 

K'*(u, u)dµ(u) 

=_!!_g(O)-log 2-g(O) +1-h(O)+ I: log NPo g(/ 0 log NP0) 

24 2 [r.h] NP~·-NP; 1• 

2 Joo e-(2r/3)r -e-(b/3)r 1 Joo <P' + /'l -----h(r)dr+- -(l+ir)h(r)dr 
3-v 3 -oo l -e- 2rr 4n- -oo <P 

+-1 Joo {I'_(l-+ ir) _ _£'_(_!_+ ir)}h(r)dr 
16n- - 00 I' 4 4 I' 4 4 

-- 1-J00 {I'_o + ir)}(3+2ir)h(r)dr 
6n- -oo I' 

1 J00 
{ I'' ( ir) I'' ( 1 ir)} --- -.- 1+- -- -+- irh(r)dr. 

16n- - 00 r 2 r 2 2 

Set r Q<o to be the generalized Euler constant of the field Q(i), i.e., 

r Q<il = lim (I: _!_ -n- log n), 
~n-oo :c X 

where x runs over all elements of the set { x = mI + m~ < n I m1, m2 e Z, 
(m1, m2)""(0, O)} for a fixed n>O. Then, using (1.10) and (1.11), and com
bining Proposition 3.1 with the trace formula for the space L2(!0) which 
has been calculated by [6], [7] or [8], we can now write down the explicit 
trace formula for the even space V,. 
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Theorem 1 (Trace formula for V,). Let LL(.@) be the space of cusp 
forms in V., and let {Ji,L;~1 be the orthogonal basis of LL(.@) consisting of 
Maass wave forms. If the eigenvalues of each JJi with respect to D and L: 
are denoted by Df1i = -(I +r;,).f~, and L:Ji, =h(r1,)/i, respectively, then 
we have 

~ h(rJ,)+h(i) 
ji~l 

= C:Q<ii 2) f00 r2h(r )dr + _!__h(O) + _l_ f00 ~(1 + ir )h(r )dr 
4,r4 J-oo 2 4,r Loo {p 

+{_!_!_ _ _!_!_log 2 - 2-+ r Q(i) +~log (2 + .f3)}g(O) 
48 32 4 8,r 9 

1 Joo e- (2•/3)r -e-(4•/3)r +-- ------h(r)dr 
3.(3 - 00 1-e- 2" 

+ _1 f00 {I:_(~+ ir) _I:_(_!_+ ir )}h(r )dr 
32,r J-00 I' 4 4 I' 4 4 

1 log\NP 0 \g(/ 0 log\NP 0 1) 
+2 fu [I',: (I',)']\NPt•'2-Npoi.121z 

+ _!__ ~ . log NPo g(lo log NPo) 
2 cr.nJ NPt•-Np 0i 0 

__ l_ roo {E_o + ir)}(9+4ir)h(r)dr 
24rr J - 00 r 

-- - 1+- -- -+- (2+ir)h(r)dr, 1 J00 
{ I'' ( ir) I'' ( 1 ir)} 

32rr - 00 r 2 r 2 2 

where (I',)' is a free part of I',, [I' r: (I')'] means the index between I', and 
(I',)', and ~c,J (resp. ~cr.nJ) ranges over all conjugcay classes of hyperbolic 
and loxodromic elements (resp. all relative conjugacy classes of relatively 
hyperbolic elements). 

In view of (1.13), again by using the trace formula for L2(.@) and 
Proposition 3.1, we can also derive the explicit trace formula for the odd 
space V0 • 

Theorem 2 (Trace formula for V0 ). Let {f,.}J,;;;i be the orthogonal 
basis of V0 consisting of Maass wave forms. If the eigenvalues of each JJ. 
with respect to D and L: are denoted respectively by Dfi 2 = -(I+ r;,)f,, 
and LtfJz=h(rJs)f;,, then we have 
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+ { - _!_!_ - ~ log 2 - I-+ r Q<i> + ~ log (2 + .f3)}g(O) 
48 16 4 8n- 9 

--- ------h(r)dr 
1 Joo e-(2•/3)r -e-(4•/3)r 

3,13 - 00 1-e- 2"' 

__ 1 Joo {£_(2-+ ir) _£_(_!_+ ir)}h(r)dr 
32n- - 00 r 4 4 r 4 4 

+ 1 ~ log\NP 0 \g(l0 log\NP 01) 
2 [r] [I',: (I',)1\NPl•12-Np-lol212 

_ _!_ ~ log NPo g(lo log NPo) 
2 [r.nJ NPi•-NP;io 

+- 1- J00 {£_ (1 + ir )}(3 - 4ir )h(r )dr 
24n- - 00 r 

-- - 1+- -- -+- (2-ir)h(r)dr, 1 Joo { I'' ( ir) I'' ( 1 ir )} 
32n- - 00 r 2 r 2 2 

where (I',)', [I',: (I',)'], ~[rJ and ~[r.nJ are as in Theorem 1. 
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